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Direct Observation of Field-Induced Incommensurate Fluctuations
in a One-DimensionalS 5 1yyy2 Antiferromagnet
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Neutron scattering from copper benzoate, CusC6D5COOd2 ? 3D2O, provides the first direct experi-
mental evidence for field-dependent incommensurate low energy modes in a one-dimension
S  1y2 antiferromagnet. Soft modes occur for wave vectorsq̃  p 6 dq̃sHd, where dq̃sHd ø
2pMsHdygmB as predicted by Bethe ansatz and spinon descriptions of theS  1y2 chain. Unexpected
was a field-induced energy gapDsHd ~ Ha , where a  0.65s3d as determined from specific hea
measurements. AtH  7 T ( gmBHyJ  0.52), the magnitude of the gap varies from0.06J to 0.3J
depending on the orientation of the applied field. [S0031-9007(97)03950-1]

PACS numbers: 75.10.Jm, 75.25.+z, 75.50.Ee
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When a conventional antiferromagnet (AFM) is su
ject to a magnetic field the antiferromagnetically align
spins reorient perpendicular to the field in a so-called s
flop transition, and magnetization develops through h
mogeneous canting of the spins in the direction of t
field. A different scenario is expected for a spinS  1y2
one-dimensional antiferromagnet [1–3], where the m
netization is associated with defects in the cooperat
spin-singlet ground state. The effect is accounted for
mapping the spin chain to a one-dimensional system
interacting fermions [4], popularly referred to as spinon
The magnetic field causes a Zeeman splitting of the h
filled, doubly degenerate spinon band [Fig.1(a)], and
spin chain develops soft modes [Fig.1(b)] at the inco
mensurate wave vectors which connect the field-depend
Fermi points. The new periodicity, given to lowest ord
by the ratio of the magnetic field to the spinon velo
ity, coincides with the average separation between
magnetization-carrying defects. While incommensur
spin correlations do not occur in classical one-dimensio
spin systems such as tetramethyl ammonium mangan
trichloride (TMMC) [5], they may be a general feature
one-dimensional quantum spin chains [3,6]. In this Let
we present the first direct experimental evidence for inco
mensurate spin fluctuations in a uniform antiferromagne
S  1y2 chain.

Other neutron scattering studies of the spin-1y2 anti-
ferromagnets CuCl2 ? 2NsC5D5d (CPC) (exchange con
stantJ  2.32 MeV) [7] and Cs2CuCl4 (J  0.34 meV)
[8] focused on high energy excitations forh̄vyJ . 0.4,
and found a field-dependent two-spinon continuum in qu
itative agreement with Fig. 1(b). To search for fiel
induced incommensurate soft modes, which are predic
to occur at low energies̄hvyJ ø 1, we chose to study
copper benzoate CusC6D5COOd2 ? 3D2O [9]. With J 
1.57 meV, in this material it is possible to probe th
spin-1y2 AFM at large values of the reduced fieldh 
gmBHyJ ø 1, and still resolve small values of reduce
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energy transfer̄hvyJ ø 0.04 on a cold neutron triple axis
spectrometer [10]. Our most important result is that a ma
netic field induces new low-energy modes in the excitati
spectrum of copper benzoate at incommensurate wave
tors q̃  p 6 dq̃, wheredq̃sHd ø 2pMsHdygmB, with
MsHd being the magnetization per spin, as predicted
theory [1–3]. The modes are not completely soft, ho
ever, as the field also induces a gap in the excitat
spectrum both at the incommensurate wave vector an
q̃  p .

Copper benzoate is centered monoclinic, space gr
I2yc, with room temperature lattice constantsa  6.98 Å,
b  34.12 Å, c  6.30 Å, and b  89.5± [11]. Copper
ions within a spin chain are separated bycy2 and coor-
dinated by edge sharing, tetragonally distorted oxyg
octahedra. Anomalies in the temperature dependenc
the electron spin resonance (ESR) frequency [12] a
magnetic susceptibility [10] have been interpreted
indications of an AFM phase transition forT ø 0.8 K. In
contrast to CPC and Cs2CuCl4, however, there is no

FIG. 1. (a) Schematic of the Zeeman-split bands of t
fermion mean field theory for theS  1y2 AFM chain
in a magnetic fieldH. The Fermi energy is atE  0.
Solid (dashed) arrows show incommensurate (commensur
spanning vectors. (b) Boundaries of the spinon continuua,
spin fluctuations parallel (solid lines) and perpendicular (dash
lines) to H. Note incommensurate soft modes nearq̃  p.
Horizontal dotted line shows trajectory of scans in Fig. 2.
© 1997 The American Physical Society
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FIG. 2. Magnetic scattering at̄hv  0.21 meV along the
(0.3, 0, l) direction for four values of magnetic fieldH at T 
0.3 K. The solid lines forH fi 0 are fits to resolution-limited
spin wave scattering as described in the text. The line thro
the H  0 T data is the theory [17] for the dynamic spi
correlation function convolved with the experimental resolutio
A correction factor varying from 0.7 to 0.95 over the range
the scan was applied to the models to take into account
measured̃q-dependent sample transmission.

specific heat anomaly associated with this transit
(see Fig. 4) [13], and extensive searches of recipro
space have failed to find any magnetic Bragg peaks
T  0.3 K [14]. Thus magnetism in copper benzoate
uniquely one-dimensional, and if there is a bulk pha
transition forT . 0.1 K it has little effect on the dynamic
spin correlations probed in this experiment.

For this work, deuterated single crystals were prepa
as described previously [10]. Specific heat measurem
in magnetic fields up toH  8.8 T were made on indi-
vidual single crystals of typical mass 0.01 g using t
relaxation method. For the neutron scattering measu
ments, approximately 500 crystals with total mass 3.8
were mutually aligned to within 5± in the horizontalsh0ld
scattering plane. Neutron scattering measurements
fields up toH  7 T k b̂ were performed on the SPINS
cold neutron triple-axis spectrometer at NIST. FWH
beam divergences were500ykisÅ21d-800-800-2150, and the
fixed final energy was 2.5 meV, yielding energy and wa
vector resolutionDE  69 meV and Dq̃yp  0.02, re-
spectively. We refer to wave vector transfer along t
chain asq̃  Q ? cy2  lp. The normalized magnetic
scattering intensitỹIsq̃, vd [10] was derived by subtract
gh
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ing T  25 K data as a background, dividing by the
squared magnetic form factor for copper, and normal
ing to incoherent elastic scattering from vanadium.

Figure 2 shows thẽq dependence of the low energy
(h̄v  0.21 meV) and low temperature (T  0.3 K) in-
elastic magnetic neutron scattering intensity from copp
benzoate for four values ofH. At H  0 there is a single
peak centered at̃q  p . This peak is much broader than
the instrumental resolutionDq̃, and arises when̄hv and
q̃ lie within the two-spinon continuum of theS  1y2
AFM chain [3,10,15,16]. In finite field, the data show ad
ditional peaks at incommensurate values of wave vec
transfer,p 6 dq̃, wheredq̃ increases withH. The data
of Fig. 2 represent the first direct experimental observati
of a field-induced incommensurate length scale in a u
form spin-1y2 chain and is the central result of this pape

To extract the field dependence of the wave vectordq̃,
one needs a specification of the fullq̃- andh̄v-dependent
magnetic density of states. Toward this end, we have p
formed both specific heat measurements, which are s
sitive to the momentum space average of the density
states, and constant-q̃ neutron scattering scans atq̃  p

and at q̃  1.12p, which is the wave vector at which
the incommensurate peak occurs atH  7 T. Figure 3
shows the resulting neutron scattering data. In zero fie
at q̃  p [Fig. 3(a)], the threshold for magnetic scatterin
is h̄v ø 0, and the intensity decreases monotonically f

FIG. 3. Energy dependence of the magnetic scattering int
sity at T  0.3 K for Q  s0.3, 0, 1d and Q  s0.3, 0, 1.12d.
The latterQ corresponds to the position of the incommensura
maxima in theH  7 T constant-̄hv  0.21 meV scan. The
solid lines through theH  0 data are the theoretical dynamic
correlation function 17 convolved with the experimental re
olution. The dashed lines are the average of the data in
for 0.08 , h̄v , 0.6 meV, which is a good measure of the
oversubtraction caused by isotropic magnetic scattering in
T  25 K data used as a background.
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h̄v . 0. At q̃  1.12p [Fig. 3(b)], the threshold has in
creased toh̄v ø 0.8 meV, with no magnetic scatterin
visible below that energy. The lines through the data
the top two frames of Fig. 3 were calculated by convo
ing the zero-field dynamic spin correlation function d
rived by Schulz [17] with the instrumental resolution.

The spectrum changes dramatically forH  7 T, as
shown in Figs. 3(c) and 3(d). At̃q  p, there is no mag-
netic scattering for̄hv , 0.1 meV, indicating that a gap
has developed in the spectrum. Above this gap, a sh
resolution-limited mode peaked ath̄v  0.17 meV now
marks the onset of the continuum. A second, resoluti
limited mode also appears atq̃  p at an energy close to
the Zeeman energygmBH  0.81 meV. Figure 3(d) re-
veals that atH  7 T, the spectrum at the incommens
rate wave vector̃q  1.12p also has a gap to a resona
mode ath̄v  0.22 meV. The dependence of the inte
sity of the resonant modes on the angle between the
wave vector transferQ and the chain axis is consiste
with the theoretical expectation [3] that the incomme
surate mode is polarized parallel toH, and the mode a
q̃  p is polarized perpendicular to it [14].

We now turn to the specific heat measurements, wh
explore the field dependence of the gap. Figure 4 sh
specific heat data for copper benzoate for the same va
and orientation of the applied field (H k b̂) as for the
data in Fig. 2. The total specific heat forH  0 and
3.5 T is shown in the inset, plotted asCtotyT . A small
lattice contribution toCtot below T  1 K is visible in
the slight T -dependence ofCtotyT for H  0. Fitting
the T , 1 K zero-field data toCtotyT  a 1 bT 2 gives
b  0.024s5d Jymol K4. This lattice term was subtracte
from all the data, and the main part of Fig. 4 shows
resulting magnetic specific heatC. The linear magnetic
specific heat we observe in zero field is consistent w
the low-energy linear dispersion relation of the spino
in the 1D spin-1y2 AFM. The fit shown givesCsT d 

FIG. 4. Specific heat of copper benzoate vsT for four values
of applied field H k b̂. Inset: Total specific heat plotted a
CtotyT for H  0 and 3.5 T. Main panel: Magnetic hea
capacityC after subtraction of phonon contribution. Solid line
are from fits described in the text.
1752
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0.68s1dRskBTyJd, in good agreement with the theoretica
valueCsT d  0.7RskBTyJd [18]. The data set an upper
limit of ø9 meV for any zero-field gap and an uppe
limit DS , 3 3 1023R ln 2 on the entropy change of any
magnetic phase transition forT . 0.1 K [13].

In finite fields and at lowT , C is suppressed below
its zero-field value. AsT increases,CsH, T d rises above
the zero-field curve, before settling back down to it a
high T (Fig. 4 inset). This behavior indicates a transfe
of spectral weight from low to higher energies, and is
clear signature of a field-induced gapDsHd.

To determine the field dependence ofD, we fit the
H fi 0 data in Fig. 4 to

C 
ñR

p
2p

µ
D

kBT

∂3y2 D

y
exps2DykBTd , (1)

which is the low-T specific heat [19] forñ species of
noninteracting one-dimensional bosons with a gap a
dispersion relation

h̄vsq̃d 
q

D2 1 fysq̃ 2 q̃0dg2 . (2)

A term proportional toH2yT2 was included in the fit to
take into account the small nuclear spin contribution. Th
fits are shown as solid lines in Fig. 4, and Fig. 5(b) sum
marizes the field dependence of the gaps derived from t
analysis as well as for data we have taken withH along
the other principal magnetic directions,c00 and a00 [12].
The average of the gaps measured by neutron scatter
for H  7 T k b̂, at q̃  p and 1.12p [filled symbols
in Fig. 5(b)] correspond nicely to the gap derived from
specific heat. Moreover the values ofyyñ  0.49s3d,

FIG. 5. (a) Field dependence of the displacementdq̃ of the
incommensurate side peaks from̃q  p in copper benzoate, as
derived from fits to the data shown in Fig. 2. The solid line
is the theoretical curve from Ref. [3]. (b) Field dependence o
the energy gap derived from fits to specific heat data such
those shown in Fig. 4. Data for fields along the three princip
magnetic directions are shown. Filled symbols are the ga
measured at̃q  p andq̃  1.12p by neutron scattering. The
solid lines are from fits to power laws described in the text.
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0.55s3d, and 0.96s5d meVymode forH k b, c00, and a00,
respectively, are not far from the crude estimateyyñ ø
0.5pJy6  0.41 meVymode, whereñ  6 is the num-
ber of soft modes in a Brillouin zone. The field de
pendence of the gaps is described by the power
DsHd  AHa with a  0.65s3d. The prefactorsA are in
ratios1:2.0:0.55 for H applied along theb, c00, anda00 di-
rections, respectively. A slightly better fit to thec00 data
is obtained by including a finite critical field:DsHd 
AsH 2 Hcda , where Hc  0.25s3d T and a  0.58s3d.
We note that small, field-dependent gaps are not found
the classical easy plane AFM spin chain TMMC, where
field in the easy plane induces a central, diffusive solit
mode and a gapDsHd  gmBH [5,20].

With the information about the field dependence of t
gap derived from the specific heat data, we can extr
the field-dependent incommensurate wave vector from
neutron scattering data in Fig. 2. We approximate
low-energy response as resonant modes with disper
relations given by Eq. (2), wherẽq0  p or p 6 dq̃sHd
[see Fig. 1(b)]. The velocityy was fixed at the zero-
field value pJy2 [21], and the gapDsHd was taken
from the specific heat measurements. Although it negle
the continuum scattering above the resonant modes
is visible in Figs. 3(c) and 3(d), this model provides
reasonable fit for the finite field constant-h̄v scans in
Fig. 2. Note that forH  3.5 T, it appears that a single
branch of the dispersion relation at the incommensur
wave vector is resolved, while the other merges into
broad central peak at̃q  p . Thus the incommensurat
wave vector at this field actually lies at the local minimu
between the peaks. This is in contrast to theH  5 T
andH  7 T data, where the incommensurate modes
well separated from thẽq  p mode, and the energy o
the scan is very close to the gap. The field-depend
incommensurate wave vectordq̃sHd derived from the fits
is shown in Fig. 5(a). The solid line in this figure i
the theoretical prediction [3]:dq̃sHd  2pMsHdygbmB

with gb  2.06 [12]. MsHd is calculated using Eq. (2.24
of Ref. [3], which provides an excellent description
the magnetization for copper benzoate [22]. Despite
complications associated with the field-induced gaps,
theory accounts well for the field-dependent positions
the incommensurate soft modes.

In summary we have provided the first direct expe
mental evidence for field-dependent incommensurate
modes in aS  1y2 one-dimensional antiferromagne
Thus, one of the key features of the spinon descript
of S  1y2 AFM chains, namely, a chemical potentia
which can be regulated by an external field, has finally be
verified. Our results also have implications beyond t
nearest-neighbor coupledS  1y2 chain. For example,
both long-range-coupled models [23] and systems suc
ladders and dimerized chains with intrinsic gaps [6] a
predicted to show similar behavior, indicating that fiel
induced incommensurabilities are a general property
quantum spin chains. The incommensurate lattice dis
-
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tions recently observed in TTF-CuBDT [24] and CuGeO3
[25] may therefore be closely related to our results. In co
per benzoate, the field also introduces gaps in the excitat
spectrum both at the commensurate and at the incomm
surate wave vector, something which was not predict
by theories for isotropic Heisenberg spin chains. Possi
causes for the gaps are diagonal as well as off-diago
exchange anisotropies, and a staggeredg-factor anisotropy
[12] which induces a small effective staggered field whe
a homogeneous external field is applied.
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